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INTRODUCTION

At some point in each day, most industrial workers have to handle mateIn the making of just one ton of finished products, about fifty tons

rtels.

of materials must be lifted, moved, -stored, or otherwise handled.

Materials handling is best done mechanically (by power truck, cranes,
conveyors, etc.), but often-there is no mechanical way to do certain jobs,
Both methods

and the material must be moved by hand.

manual (by hand) and

mechanical. have a high rate'of accidents, resulting in injuries for workers
and higior production costs for the employer. .There weite 2',200,000 on:the-

jobsinjuries in, 1978, 13,000 of which were fatal.

80,000. resulted in- some

,

Permanent injury.

Twenty to twenty-five percentof these. accidents were di-

rectly related to.taterials handling;_oost were th

result of unsafe work

practices that could have been avoided.

The best way to avoid injury is to plan the job ahead of time.

Whene'ver

Possible, cut down on the numberLQf times that material has to be handled.
Consider the amount of weight and bulk to be moved, the

'oute it has to travel;
r,

the condition of the floor surface', and the best possible mechanical aids
for,the job.

jects with the

Many accidents result frOM lifting, carrying, or.handlina ob-

wro4 equipment or in the wrong why; others are caused 'by poor

.

4pouSekeeping or defective equipment,
This Module presents the procedures necessary for safe materials handling.-

,

1

Manual handling methods (lifting and carrying by hand) and mechanica.1 lifting

(lifting by-powered trucks, crapes or conveyors) are discussed.

.

k

--OBJECTIVES.
Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:
List six positions for feet, back, chin, arrii, and bodywhen preparing,

I.

to lift materials.

Name five hand tools that'aid ini4aterials handling.

2.

3.
4.

(Page 3)

(Pagi6)

Name two safety devices that should be'on a,hand truck.

(Page 8)

./

Name the correct position of the operator'of a four-Wheeled,hand truck
when moving down a slope.

(Page 10)
r
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.

5.

Name two reasons why powered hand trucks are more hazardous than nonpowered:
.

hand trucks.
6.

(Page',11)

Name four items that would be included in Snexamination to certify.an
operator of a powered,ingustrial truck. '(Page 12)

7.

Nathe two types of power sources for-industrial powered trucks apd two
hazards of each.

8.

(Page 12)

Given a list of correct and incorrect driving rules, identify those rules
that correctly apply to driving powered ineiustrial trucks.. Page 14)

9.

10.

State the reason for' using -a' dock-plate.

Name two
_/ procedures that must be associated.w1th loading or unloading
a higKway truck.

11.

(Page 17)

(Page 17)

State four' procedures That mustbefDllowed while loading or unloading

/
a railroad car.
12.

(Page 18)

Nametwb hazards workers must avoid when working arounii a conveyor.
(Page 19)
,

(Page 21)

13.

Name four causes of wire /rope deterioration.

14.

Name three kinds of damage that-should be checked for during a chain
sling inspection.

0
15.

Page 24)

,Name three precautions,that must- be taken to prevent a rope, load attadrMent, or mechanism of a crane from b'reaking, releasing a load in midair, and injuring a worker.

(Page 26)
\

le
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SUBJECT MATTER
OBJECTIVE ta

List the six positions for feet, chin, back,

arm's; and body when preparing to lift materials.

'Lifting, carrying,

or. setting downinaterits the wrong way causes about

half of allmaterials handling a,ccidents.. Many workers sprain or strain-their
,backs while lifting loads too.heavy for them.

Because some workers can carry

or"lift Mud) more than others', it is impossible to set Lioit

on how much a

."

worker should lioft.
4

Workers should tackle only the jobs they knOw they can

handle.

Even when a worker can handle a load, injuries such as scrapes, cuts";-,-

and bruises' can occur if not enoug room has been provided for feet, hands,
Other injuries can occur when a rough or uneven floor causes

and the load.

the worker to trip or stip, or when Objects witrpoints or sharp edges cut
or puncture hands.

he or she should always:.

Before a worker pick up a

the material is to be taken
Clear a path to the place whe
and.be aware of clearances room for the material and parts
of the body to pass).
r

Check floor for rough spots or unevenness.
Inspect hands to be sure they are dry and free of oil and,
(7
grease before the lifting process begins.

AIF safdtiy shoes anegloves when possible.
Inspect materials foir jagged edges, slivers, and splinters
before lifttng,
.4

Keep fingers away from "pinch'poInts," especially when
setting down an object,
t
.

Lift griduallyard without twisting to avoid. strain.
In most materials handling accidents; the materials are Rot the cause,
,

the worker is.

The worker tries" to lift a.16-ad brat is too heavy, to carry

so helor. she
a load too fare.6r to handle materiel' that is too large, and
'
n

suffers a sprain'or otter serious ifljurx.

There isa right way and a wrong

way to lift. ,'The right way is to kedp.tN back straight, using the strength
in,the arms and(legi to do the

Thispethod will -reduce the amount of

stkss put on the back, thepartof th4 body mditlikely'to be hurt when lifting, carrying, acrd seWng down dOlgcts.
,

.

(
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H(102. TD' LIFT CORRECTLY

Shown in Figure 1 are the proper ways to lift and se) down large, heavy
loads that require the use of both hands.

Feet should be dart, with one

foot beside the object and the other immediately behind.it (Figure la).
rear footyii-11 Aordv.ide the main force,7or thrtist, of -the lift.

Your back

should be straight as you usit'down" to take up the load (Figure lb).

might back is not always a vertical back.

Grasp the load at

I

fingers.

'A

The back may be bent forward

from the hips as long as the spine is held fairly rigid.

diagonally oppositeCorners (Figure lc).

The

,

Use your whole hand, not just the

Tuck im your chin (Figure 1d); this will help keep your back straight

as the lif

begins.

to the bOd

Breathing in is also helpful., Hold arms and elbows croie

Yoir body weight ,should be centered over your feet (Figur'e le).

Position feet near load;

a.

'

c.

ate foot beside the load,
the other behind It.

opposite corrirrs,10ting
whole hand.
1,-

Squat close to load;
keeping back straight.

b.

Grasp load atjlagonally

41.

f
1

I
4-

d.

Tuck In chin,
and .breathe

In.

e.

Lift with legs;
keep back straight.

"
Figure 1.

Page 4/SH-01

f.

Do nOt Jer.k or twist and
keep load close to body.

i

Proper way to lift.

7

I

1

Once you-Tre balahced over thb load and you ,have grasped the object firmly,
The actual lifting should

bepin the lift with a thrust of therear foot.
be done With the legs.

The body should never be twisted while under the strain of lifting or.
settina (FigUre If).-

The lqad .should be-set 'down the same way it was piCked4

up, with the wrker's body straight and the strength coming fromthe arms
el

and legs.

-

,

Because of their size and shape, some materials should be ha ndled dif.

ferently.

For example, bulk loads such as boxed, cartons, or sacks are beft

carrfed on a shOulde7.

Carrying loads at chest or waist level puts too much,

strain oji the back because of the added pull of the weight in.front.

When

lifting a box .or carton, hold alternate top. and bottom comers, drawing a

Materials in-nlks can be lifted off

corer.of the box bttween the legs.
the ground in much the same way.

But the sack should be held for a moment

-at hip level before it is 'swung over one shOulder.

Sacked material should

"'be carried resting on its side, wit/ljhe worker's free hand balancing the
'front corner of the shouldered sack.

Barrels, drums, and cylinders usually require two people -for safe handling.

The obj4ts

should be rolled on their sides, if this cailt
be

one without spillingthe^contents or losing
Whgn a dr:um

control of the load on slopes.

must be moved by one person, a'liftey bar (see
FigureI2)', or 'commercial barrel or drum lifter,

.11111

The lifter bar is hooked over

'should be used.

t

the rim of the barrel and gripped to control
-'the direction of the toll.

A barred or drum

should never'be kicked to change its speed,
but should always be moved slowly to keep the
weight under.contr*
To .prevent

i

to the worker, sha

objecfs,such as sh et metal and glass, must
r

be handled with heavy, leather gloves and moved

'

A lifter
Figure 2.
bar,-or drum lifter.

in service trucks similar to the one shown in
.

Figure 3.

:,,,SH-11/Page
11.
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5

Because of ,their size and shape, some

materials as they are being carried could
injure other workits.

boards, or

Long ladders,

pies ardifficult to con&

troj and may hit other workers or equipment.

These objects should be carried

over the shoulder'vith the front end high

Red flags should betied to the ends of
long objects to warn other workers.

It

is,also a good idga tel pad the ends of

Figure . Service truck

long ,objects so that if someone is hit,

far transporting materials such
as glass or sheet metal,'

the injury won't be as bad.

The safest

way to,transport long.objects is to put

-

one worker ahead of the object and one behind to warn others a4 the load is
moved.

ACTIVITY I:*
List six positions for feet, chin, back, and body
when preparing to lift.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
.

,OBJECTIVE

2.

Name five hand tools 'that a,id in mate-

rials handling.
4

There are hand tools, such as bars, hooks, rollers, jacks, (shown.in
Figure 4), and shovels, which help in the manual liftijpg, carrying, and setting of materials.

These tools,speed up materials handling by making it

1

*Answers to activities appear on page 30.

Page 6/SH-01
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V

ro

via

.easier to grip and holdthem, as well as by, increasing lifting jpower:

other tools, these must16e used properly to avoid injury.
Bars (Figure 4a) that can

be used as lifting alds,come

,

in various kinds and sizes.

The

kind and size best for the job
should always be used. \Certain
411,

safety precautions must.be followed when using bars.

First,

the bar*should bechecked\

b.

cracks or weak points, befOre.

Second, because a bar can

use.

slip, a worker should never work

astride it or use it with greasy

orsliPpery hands.

Always avoid

pinch points Ipere the load
and the bar meet:

d.

C.

Hand hooks (Figure 4b) are
Figure 44
Hand,too}s that aid
in mechanical lifting.,

in lifting but also 'can

useful

be hazards in the workplace if
.

not used properly.

Dull hook

They must ,be sharp

can slip unexpectedly.
.

'so they will not slip off t

rial being lied,

object and hurt the worker or damage the mate-

Hook handles must be,free of splinters, and if the,hook

is,carried on the belt', the, point should be protected.

Workers should be

trained in the use of hand hooks.
Rollers (Figure 4c) should be used to move heavy, bulky objects.

A bar

;is helpful in changing the direction of materials being moved on rollers.
very careful when, choos.ing a makeshift roller.

should NEVER be used as a r61,10.

Be

A compressed gas.eyinder

A damaged cylinder could become a deadly

jet-propelled missile as the gas escapes.

Keep fit clear of rollers to avoid
N

crushed toes.

Jacks (Figure 4d) and shovels tre also used in materials handling.

Jacks

should be markelwith their load limit and must not be used for more than

their pp load.

They must be placed on a firm, level surface.

placed on "earth,".hardwobd blocking

If they are

both at the load and under the jack

(SH-01/Page 7

Alk
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.

is needed to-prevent shifting or sinking.

base

To avoid injury to the worker,

jack h andles musty removed when' the jack is not in use.,
Personal 'protectiiie equipment, such as safety 'shoes, removable toe, ih.

guards, should be worn to protect the Worker from injur

step, and,

if

the load slips or moves suddenly.
When using shovels,, workers must beware of spl intered handles that

could cause hand injuries.

Shoes with good soles should be worn to protect

Force should-be applied to-4e shovel with the bail of the foot.,

the foot.

not the arch..

.
ACTIVITY
Name five hand tools tha

2:

aid in materials handling,

/,.4

md one danger in using each.

2.
3.

4,
5.
AP

OBJECTIVE 3:

Name two, safety devices that `Should be

on a hand truck:

Two-wheeled hand trucks, such as dollies and wheelbarrows, are used
carry loads from one place to another on the job.

They seem to be easyto

hfrA-e but can be tricky, and need to be used carefully.
Accidents with hand trucks occur-wherr-the. truck is pushed off dock plates

N

Or platforms, when it hits something, or when the worker's hands are jammed
against door frames or other obStpcles.

Many of these accidents can.be avoided

if hand trucks have knuckle guards to protect the hands and fingers; and
brakes so the worker does not have to,use his or her feet to.stdp the truck.
A hand truck with OKuckle guards and brakes is ,-shown in Figure 5..

wheeled trucks have hand.brakes to give the operator' easier control
6).

Some two(F,igurio

Trucks not loaddipeoperly may cause accidents4 so tne load must be

centered on the vehicle.

Rage 8/SH-01

k

It should not project over the front or snes

11

.
1,

,

.

o

KNUCX

NUC

V

GUARD

.

l'l\I.. li1-

i
7

MAKES

Hand truck. with "knuckle guards and brakes:
Figui-e 5.

aI

.

A

Two.-t.Aeeled f

Figure .6.

with hand brake, being 'Ou
down slope of!dock plate.

where it might hit 'people or things the truck is moved.

Also the load

.

should not be so high Or wide that the operator cannot see where he or the

It is important 6 balance as much oi.the lgad as possible on the

is going,

(axle, allowing th.truck to do most of the,work. .To'keep a low center;of
I

gravity; lighter objects stipt.qd be stacked ofi.-top 0 heavier items.. When
carrying bulky or Np'ressurized items' (such is °gas cylinders), strap, or chain
.

the ftemi',.t0 the 'truck.)

.

11

-

-

,

......riii,rms
,

N

/ITIVITY -3:

.

1

.

Name three possible dangers i, using a hand truck:
.
.
.

lot

r

,

11

2.
3.
;

.

and two safety,.devices.
which can help prevent. Ihem:10
_.
Aw

,

4

1,

..

2.

.

.

SH-61/Page 9
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OBJECTIVE 4: % NaMe.the correct position of the operator
,k

of a four-wheeled hand truck when. moving down a slope.
_

\,

.

Not all hand -trucks are two-wheeled, as,the ones.shOwry in Figures 5 aid 6;
Most four-,

somehaye,four wheels; as the' dolly truckShown in Figure 7.
wheeled, hand operated trucks can be- either pulled or pushed:

When guiding

a truck down aramp or slope,the woekersriould be, behind the truck to avoid
being run down, if.the"truCk should happbn to get out of control.

When

gting up a slope, the work& should be uphill from' the truck facing the way
-

he or she is going.

To have a clear view of the aisle

v

or waThqay, the worker-should never
walk backwards when pulling a load.
Many workers have pevfl,pinned beneath

4

a load while pulling a hand truck back.

wards.

When using a hand ;ruck, watch

for floor hazards such as holes around
docks, platforms, or raised runways
sthat'couild cause the botki truck totip,
3

spilling the contents on workers below.

Fioure 7.
Four-wheeled
AL 10
hand truck.,

'4When not in use, hand trucksshould
be parked in a special area where they

will not cause people to trip or stop the flow of traffic.

A truck with a

handle should, be parked with the handle placed so that no one will bump"intb
is

it.
ACTIVITY 4:
Name the correct position of the operator of a fourwheeled hand truck when moving up and down a slope.

13
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OBJECTIVE

by powered hand trucks

Name two Yeasdns

5:

ed hand trucks.

are.marre hazardous than nonpow

Some Adustrialnand trucks have power units that help move the load.
These trucks present many hazards because they move faster and are harder
416

/41,

to stop than hand trucks.

Accidents often occu

7/

---anotherobjerct,

or when a powered hand truck collides with another object:

It is important that the

All powered

equipment.
t

,

;"o

when the operator is caught between the truck and

perator.know the capabilities and 'limits of the

and truck operators must be thonitughly trained and
,/

authorized to use. the trucks .

/

Rules for operating powered hand trucks include:

Always operate with dry hands; grease, oil, or dampness can'cause
slips and accident
Normally,qoperator

1

!:

0411.

ftndle and faceth

shu d stand to the right or left of the
dir tion of travel. One hand must bl kept

on the handle at a 1 times.A, in small areas such as elevators,
it may be necessar 'ftlr the operator ,to push .the hand truck from
behind-.

t e right-of-way.

Pedestrians

tt,

10.

Do not go faster than a normal walking pace.
Beware of c411isi
and ,intersections

and stop 4 blind corners, doorways,

Never allow anyo e to ride the truck, or use it as a toy:,

Hazardous materials should be carried in special contafnees.
Most powered hank trucks have safety 4e,iices,'such as knuckle guards,
These. trucks should always be

wheel,covers,.and a flashing beacon light.

operated at reasonable speed,' considering load size, clearance; visibilirty
(how well the operator can see ahead), and traffic in the area. t

ACTIVITY

5:

Name two Asons why powered hand trucks are more hazardous than nonpowered htnd trucks.
T.

m

y.

2.

'

SH-01 /Page 1
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OBJECTIVE

6:

Name four items that would be included in

C-

5

an examination to certify an operator of a powered

.

"47

industrial truc'k.
I

e

Alpowered industrial truck, such as'a forklift truck; is a large. and

powerful vehicle which is ridden by its operator and can cause serious injury and pf-operty damage.if it is n4tused correctly.

OSHA requires that

,

,operators be trained, get a license, and be certified.

elude-classroom work and supervised operation.

Training should in-

Students must learn to master

,

made,of pallets, aisles, materials, and obstacles that

an obstacle cour,

might be found/'

A also be
-

tea

or

the normal workplace.

To ,be certified, a student would.

backing up th'e truck, inspecting vehicles; and how to place

forks when loading and carrying materials.

ACTIVITY J3:

Dame four items that would be included in an examination

to certify an operator of a poweredindustrial truck.
1.

2.

3.
4.

OBJECTIVE

7:

//Name two types of power sources for'indus-

tnial trucks and two hazards of each.

Powered industrial trucks have either electrically-powered or0fuel...

powered motors (gasoline, diesel, or liquefied-petroleum gas).
is made for use id certain places.

Each type

For example, an EX type is an electrically-

powered tndiAtrial truck that may be used in places where flabmabe gases
occur or hazardous amounts of harmful dusts, such as metal dust, aluminum,
magnesium, Oi'bon black, coal, or coke dust are present.

Such trucks have

a label shoWing' where they are to be used.

When using )lectrically-powered industrial trucks, workers should exercise care'in handling the battery charger and keep it away from contact
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1

with battery acid and the flammable (easy to set afire) hydrogen gas given
,

off by the batteries.

e batteries for elecfrically-

When handling s

s

powered truck, wprkers should protect.thmselves from acid burns by wearing
chemical goggles, rubber gloves,' aOrpn5,,aridgrubb4r.. boots.

Only trained-

Where battery charging is taking

personnelhould change or charge batteries.

place-, there should be fireprotection, ,adequate air flow'tqtdraw away flammaple gases, la,E,es to-jlush eyes, to netip:alize acids, and a way tofprotect

charging equipment from trucks anb other.vehicles:
I.-

Open,. flames or sparks

.

Smoking is never allowed in

in battery-charging areas must belvevented).
the area.

It

,

,The main
man hazards in filling -gas tanks areposiible fire and explosion.

40
So diesel- and gasoline-powered trucks.should be refueled in open air places,

Aay.from main bucadings.

Filling hoses,and fuel equipment must -be elec-

li
,

.

trically grounded and the truck motor 'off before refueling. =Smoking is never

s

.

_

allowed in refueling areas.

-.....*

,

Diesel- and gasoline-powered trucks-have

i

ntern l combustion engines

that must be sp011y equipped With Spark suppressors. to prevent them from
For example, if a truck is being op-

Lighting fires or causing explosions.
.

q

erased in an area where gasoline fumes-Are present, sparks from the engine

I

or.exhaust could easily start afire or explosion,
.

..

prev9nt thistype-of accident.

Spark suppression wills

,

.

,

..I

Industrial trucks using liquefied- petroleum gas (LPG) normally jgroduce
..,

less carbon Monoxide than vehicles,:usinmasoline.- But li
et,

d-petroleum

etions leak. To
units can easily catch oft fire it their fittings or con
.1'
prevent gas release, fittings must be installed correctly and should be cer-

tified iv. a reco4mized testing agency. 'Connections must be tightened before
refueling begins.

(The, operator must carry a small squeeze bottle filled

with detergent rand water.
expose

Soapy water, When applied to the connection, will

as leakage.)

ACTIVITY 7:

Namejtwo types of pbwer sources for industrial trucks
and two hazards °Leach 'type.
1.
'2.

a
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OBJECTIVE 8:

Given a list df correct and incorrect

driving ruleS, identify those rules that correctly

'4

apply tondriving powered industrial,trucks.

There ahe two points t,hat make driving-a powered industrial truck dif,

ferent frem drivina car.

first, a powipd industrial truck is 'guided by

its rear:wheels, which makes tyre truck eatier to steer when it is carrying
a load. 'Seco
as'it is driven

A= powered industrial truck -is driven in reverse as often
forwar0 gear.

Besides these factors', the driver of a

powered industrial truck ;rust travel in irregular traffic sitgtions, around
various materials, over different types-of surfaces; and so forth.

For these

reasons; o jy trained and authorized personnel should operate a powered indus-'
trial truck.

Node dustrial truck should ever be used forany job except the one for

\which it was designed

hauling, pulling, lifting,-stacking, or excavating.

Most.accidents involving powered industrial trucks.can be prevented by
(1) -using safely Built apd properly maintained vehicles and (2) maintaining
-

safe operating conditions.

.

Rotential operators of a_powered industrial truck should have a physical
examination to see that their vision,-hearing, muscle coordination, and
reactjon tini is good.

Drivers should also be tested to make sure that they

are emotionally and mentally able to ope.rate such a vehicle.,
Safe driving rules must be followed by the operator of a truck; all

traffic rules must be followepCind speed limits.are no

go above},ix

miles per hour.' The operator must always,drivesl.owly enough to make as turn

wIthoutIdanger of tipping over'and to stop in time if someone steps iK/the
truck's path.

When a,truck is parked, the operator must put the controls

i'n neutral, turn off the power, set the brakes, and remove the Keys to ore-

vent an untrained worker.frOm trying to drive the vehicle.
Two items that must be on every powered material handling vehicle are
the nameplate showing the weight of the truck and maximum load to be carried,
and a fire extinguisher.

Trucks may also carry a warning device, such

'as ahorn, that is loud enough to be heard above the surrounding noise.
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',Industrial truck's. with'plat-

for'ms which are used for liftlng

materials (shown in Figure 8)' can

present serious hazards if not
operated within speed limits and
on'good floor surfaces,

Uneven,

-4

rough; Pifted-p-pr unstable flOors.-

can cause the truck to tip over.

Overloading is a main cause of
tip-overs.

All loads must be neatly

piled and, if possible, cross-tied

.

I

to prevent material from slipping.

Industrial truck
Figure 8.
with platform.
)

The load must be carried low enough_
to prevent striking anything ovet-

.2

Loads shoul0 never

head, buthigh enough to avoid remised or uneven surfaces.

be raised or lowered-while the truck/is moving, because'a moment of inattention could re(ult in a collision.

(ir,

.

Aslift truck should be used to lift a worker only if a safety-platform

with guardrails or a bucket is securedto the forks to keep the worker from
falling.

Also, the worker on the platform must have some way of shutting

off the power,to the truck, to avoid getting caught between the platform
and some, obstruction.

toe

:

Workers should never stand or pass under the lift portioq-of any truck,
,whether it is loaded'or emptp.
injure or 'kill
If

the person beTow.

If the lift or the load dropped, it could'
When

OtAnuck is parked, the lift should

be placed.in the lowest pdsitiOn to prevent people from walking under it.
.

Other rules fpr po

ed industrial trucks are listed here:

If )oads are cart ed above head level, the truck should have an
overhead guard that does not interfere with vision,
.

Gears, belts, and tires must have structural guards.
A 'distance of at least three truck lengths.should be kept between
vehicles.
,

4

Passing is not allowed unless the way is absolutely clear, and
operators should slow and honk at corners- and intersections.
Opqrators should place the forks under the load aq far as possible,
anl never tilt the 1pad forward unless it is in a position to put
-the load down.
,

18,.
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Forks sould be tilted down to pick up r ound.dbjects and spread
wide to hold boxed.loads more securely.
.

Forks should be slightly raised, even if there isrno load on the
truck, to make smooth traveling easier.
Unstable loads are not to be cafried.

I

Items should be loaded with most.of their weight as low as
possible.

"Grades should be traveled up or dOwn slowly with the load 't.arcied
-upgrade.
1
r
/

Driving with the load pointing upgrade'(Figure9a) allows greater
(Whenever vision is blocked by large loads, driving in
control.
reverse is recommended [Figure 9b].)
OperOors must never park in unauthorized or congested areas.

4
b.

Figure'9. Driving powered truck

Backing m

'ith a load.

ACTIVITY 8:

(Write correW or "incorrect". in the bl;nk.)
1.

Plant speed lithits shturd not exceed
six miles an.hour.

2.

When load blocks front view, operator
should lean out of cab to see around
load and travel forward.

3.

Operators should slow down and honk
at intersections.

4.

Drive with the load pointed-downgrade
far greater control.

5.

I

Drivers should remove the keys from
the parked truck.

4
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4

,

OBJEC11Ve9:

State

1

the' reason for using a dock

.

I

I

plate,
pla

,

4
1
,

Dock plates (also called dockboards or bridge plates) are used to provide
.

a smooth, g&A% .1.esvriding,sul-face between
(

vehicle and dock.

a

They must always

,..

They must

be fastened fiNfilk'io prevent slipping or "walking" during use.

t

.

.

,

The

olso be heavy enough' to bear the weight of lift trucks and their loads.
)

i

.

sides of dock platesishouTd be turned up to *141.9 keep vehicles from fdllAg

.-...

.

a.

off, andthe ends should be turned down to allow easier access.
4

plates must be brotected from

especially snow and'ice

the elements

e--

Dock

.

and

.

should be coyered'with canopies when not in use.
)

To use a dock plate, the worker must slide it into place, taking carer
not to drop it...' Large plates should be placed by a powtred truck,..., If the

dock plat& is put in place by htnd, hand holds must be provided:

The wheels

of vehicles to which the plates are attached must have chocks put in front of
\\.-

them to prevent movement when powered trucks are run onto the docks for
loading or unloading.

7\

/
,

,

.,'

' ACTIVITY 9:

#,

.

,

State the reason for using a dock plate an

two steps

you can take to avoid accidents while using one.
(

OBJECTIVE t0:

lame two pmcgdures that must be done.

before loading or unloading a highWay truck.

Before loading or unloading highway truck6.4the'brak,es must be set and

wheels blocked with chocks (see Figure 10) placed under both rear wheels.

Wen semitrailers are not attached to cabs, they shpuld be held up by a fixed
jack to prevent the semi from tipping when the lift truck enters the trailer.
This is most important when unloading the last sectfrtn of the load from the
far end, of the trailer.

I

Jacks shwild'be pladed on either side of the nose

f'
4
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2()

to support the landing ge&r.,assembly.
A

,

Many accidents can be alopided by

following theie rules:

Always fdliow the bulk aid
weightAlimits of 'the truck
as posted on thetpameplakes

(

of the

To prevent load,shifts,
secure the load with blocks,
lashes, ropes,
ins.
CHOCK

1'.

Keep Hands and arts Within
guarded areas.

Figure 10.
Wheels must be
chocked Efeforetrucks are unloaded;

not move the truck until
the driver and crew (if any)
are safely situatedarid
clear of possible load shifts.
All other' workers should leave the truck and allow it-ample room to
leave the area.
4
.

)

A red flag (or lamp,at night) should be fastened to the rear end of
vehicles carrying loads that go beyond the tailgate.
When working on flatbed trucks, workers should stay away from the
especially in wet or slippery conditions.
edges of the bed
1

ACTIVITY 10:
Name two procedures that must be done before loading or
unloading a highway truck.

417+

v3

OBJECTIVE 11:

State four procedures inkmust be fol(-

lowed while loading or unloading a railroad car.

To safely 4nload a railroad car,' the worker must use a dock plate that

iswide enough for trucks to enter at a safe
to be wider at the dock side.
section on dock plates).

ogle

sometimes plates need

The dock plate% must be fixed securely (see

Rail cars to be lbaded or unloaded must be marked

by flags, or lights so they will not pe moved by switching crews.

car or engine should be coupled to a car While it

being unloaded.

the rail car has been loaded or unloaded and before it is mov

.
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No other

1/ /

,

After

workers

4

4
4
should be clear of ,the track; dock plates and platforms should be removed and

all moving equipment (hooks, cables) must ,be out of the rail cars.

ACTIVITY 11:

mmommimimmigmmilim.

V

immommmemm:mmEmm.

List four procedures that must be'followed to safely load
or unload a rail per before it is moved.
1.
-2.

3.

4.

)

Name two hazards oorkers mus

013JECT1VE 12:

avoid when

working around a conveyor.'

Convegtrs are used to move large amounts of bulkmaterials from one
point to another.

Some,conveyors are power driven while others are moved

by hand pushing or by gravity.

One type of conveyor widely
used in industry is the powered,
portable belt,conveyor, shown in
Figure.11.

This conveyor is set

ADJUSTABLE

ANGLE Of
INCLINE

r)

at an angle that can be altered
for warehouse work and for truck
and aircraft loading.

Bulk materials such as coal,
NIP POINTS

gravel, sand: and stone can be
moved"at high speeds on a vibrat-

Figure 11: Powered portable
belt conveyor.

ing conveyor, such as the one il,lu-

As the con-

strated in FiViire 12.

,

veyor is mechanically'vibrated,.the materials are moved r or shaken

from one level to another level.

along'

-The'rate.at which the materials move is

controlled by the amount of conveyor vibration.

The overhead conveyor, shown in Figure 13, is commonly used in foundries
or in..painting areas of otter plants, such as automotive, plants.

Two hazards

1

22
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that workers must avoid when work-

ing mound a conveyor are (1) getting caught in.the nip point where
the belt runs onto the roller and
(0) getting caught in a piece of.
material on the conveyor, and in
that wavy being forced to move with
the conveyor.
Figure 12.

Vibrating conveyor.

o

Figure 13.

Overhead conveyor.

For safety during operation, the following steps should be taken:
Never allow anyone to ride on conveyors.

Convems mat be shut off and locked out tipocking out means plac -'
ing a lock on the power switch so that no one can turn power back
on without a key) before inspections or repairs are made.
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1

,Jammingishould be corrected from the top of the chute, if possible.
Workers in the chute must. wear.life .lines 4nd have someone outside
the chute to assist With'emergencies.
.

Where conveyors palp over work areas, the conveyors.should

bet /

guarded to keep material from - falling off and hitting-rwirkers.

Csvveyors should stop automatically\when the units have been filled.
The operator should be ablito work the starter switch while irig,tiew
of the conveyor.

Worker

must stay away from edges of loading docks.

should be loaded or unloaded only at proper points of
Materi
the cqnye
EMergency stop devices 'sliould be placed no more than 40 feet apart

along the conveyor lin(if the conveyor passes through floors or
walls, stop devices should be placed in each work area).
Electrical conveyors should, be made so that the. load will descend
at a controlled speed if.powe0 is sudden14:interruptedduring use.

Leading and discharge points should be cogged with exhaust hoods if
the conveyor is moving fine or powdered material.
Workers near conveyors should wear. safety shoes, close-fitting attire, and dust goggles or respirators if the area or load is dusty.
.=

ACTIVITY 12:

Warne three types of conveyor.
1.

2.
3

List two dangers to be avoided when working near a
conveyor.
1

2.
Al

MECT144 13:

Name four, classes Of wire rope deter

rioration..

There are two kinds ofeoPe: afi,Per and wire.

-Fiber rope is cenerally

used for tempo# raryjobs, such as cohttruction or painting or marine opera.

tions.

Wire rope orsteel cable is used

permanent installations or where

very heavy loads must be lifted.
l<
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_

..

Before a fiber rope is used, the outside of the rope shquld be inspected'
.

.

/

'carefully.

Rope that is dry or brittle is unsafe for use and must be thrown

away to prevent-another worker from using tt.
Acids, caustics, ori(heir gases will cause a fiber rope to become Keak.
,

Scratching the fibers of a rope is one way to test for chemical dadage.-

If

the fibers come apant-easily when scratched, the rope has suffered chemical
damage.

A rope that is discolored may also have chemical daRage, but not

every roe that is chemicaljly damaged will show a color change.

;Because of

this, it is a safe practiceto disCard any fiber rope that has been exposed
to acid or other corrosive chemicals.

The inside of a rope should also/be checked before use:
twisting the strands of the rope:

---1 rope was new.

This is done by

t4 inside must be as clean as when the

i

A rope t at is dirty on the inside has been weakened and should
-

,

never.be used for hoist ng.
Other signs-that-a rope is unsafe for use are (1) brokers fibers inside.
(this condition shows'tlie rope has been overLodded), (2) the heart of a fourstrand rope pulls out easily in short pieces, and (3) the inside of the rope

contains a build-up of powder-like sawdust which meafis too much internal Wear,

as the rape was flexed back and forth in use.

Proper storage of ropes tssimportant to keep them safe for use.

Ropes

should nevetbe left where humidity or temperatures are too high, since this
will cause them to dry out.
where they can dry.

W1en stored, ropes should be cleaned and hung.up

Too much, moisture will car ..e. a fiber rope to rot.

Wire rope is better t4n fiber, rope for h6vy-duty work for the following
reasons:

Wire rope is stronger and more lasting than a fiber rope
with thelsame widAh and weight.
Wire rope nas the same strength, whether wet or'dry.
Wire rope will not shrink or stretch under changing
weather conditions.
A wire rope is made up of several strands of.separate wires and a core.
A major cause of stress ansi wear of 0 wire rope is shock'load.: Shock load
is causgp when a load is put on a slack ,rope suddenly.
1

This sudden shock

will ,puf too much stress on the rope even when the load is:one that would
not normally be:too heavy for the rope.
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Shock load- is also caused by .quickly speeding up or slowing down a load,

being lifted.
(

A shock load does n t always break a rope immediately.

It may only

%'

weaken the me, causing it to break later with an operator who does not
realize that it has been

erstretsed.

Shock loads can be a oided by (1) making.sure then4 isaho slack a.nd

no jerking,of the siln

make sure that they do

at.the starAgl4he loading,,(2)%hecking loads to

.

t weigh more dl in the rope's limit, and (3) put.ting

on speed slowly and smoot Ty.
J.

Other causes and signs of wear of a wire rope are listed here:
Dragging the rope over the ground, which causes dirt to work its

way between the ends, causing internal wear.
IL

'aused by .1 ifting when the rope is:not straightened
Kinking, which i
(This leaves a weak place
out or when there is a slack in the rope.
even aftkr kinks are removed.)

bending rope in one direction and then in another
will cause fit to wear out quickly.

qverse'bends

(The
rope is Wound around the drum in several,,fayers.
Cross winding
drum should/be large enough to take all,the rope in a single layer.)

regular lubrication, with a lybricant made
,Lack of lubrication
especially for use on wire rope,-will prevent Justin§ and Keep
rope pliable,'
The worker muit watoli for signs of weakness in a wire rope and report

any such sighs tb the supervisOr, but the regcQar inspection and maintenance
should be.done ,bywa mechanic who has been special

'trained.

ACTIVITY 13:
Name four causes of wire rope wearing out.
1.

2.
3.

4.
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Name three Olds of damage that shduld

OBJECTIVE 14:

be checked for during'a chain sling inspection.
-..

,

.

.

Slings are useidicin many material- handling operations A5 lift loads.

Because they are under.a greAt deal of stress, they should be inspected by
1#

-

a qualified person both before and during use.

Workers also need to Vhow

how-much-slings can lift.and Signs of damage to watch for in slings.
Slinks Should always re used within the safe working load. limit.

This

inforthation, along with the manufacturer's name and the sling composition,
should be marked on each sling.

Nit 9

.

Because many factors multiply load weights, the rope must be capable
.

.

of handling, five times the weight. actually involved.

When the angles of

the sliag-leg5 (the rope actually connected to the loat14are incrfased, the
strest on the rope grows dramatically.- (ND- example, a 1000-pound load can

create the stress of a 1932-pound load if the rous are attached to a 75
degree angle as in Figure- 14.)

ip

m .-

i

Al

,

.

ft, 0. ..
m

:4

C1

..,--..

o

?

.

..? 41.

I

I/4#,
J..

4,
/43 0

1,000 l b

4

re 14.

Slin

The stress on the sling becomes gr ter As the angle
between the sling legs increas s.

re most often damaged atlhe point

r r pthe load puts.pressure

The worker should watch for:frayed 'Merl; or broken wires
.

on'the slings.

.6

.,

at these areas.

.

When loads have sharp edged that could cut through a sling, pads shod d
'be usedaround the sharp corners or edges of the load.

Slings are made o

.
.

eitheri-ftb0--rope, wire rope, or chains.

Chain slings, made of alloy steel,

27
f
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4

4.

A

`.4,
.

are better than fiber or wire slings for lifting in vAl, high
temperatures.
In these circumstances, the working load of the chain
,sling must be lessened:"
For example, d chain that den carry 4000 pounds, will
only be able to carry2000 pounds if it is used where the temperature reaches
1000 degrees.
Even
after it coops from this temperature,,it will be 41e,to
carry only 3400 pounds
safely.
The safe load limit is permanently, reduced by the high
temperatures.
As with rope slings: chain slings are subject
to extra stress because
of faulty hitQhes, slipping, bumping, and the
angle of attachment to the

'load.
Ch.ain slings should be checked for,,three kinds
of dantige:

stretch,

war,carrpritks or gouges.
Damage to a chain sling from stretch is always dued.n-6erloading.

To

-check for stretc-tiv
14
worker must mlaslie the chain from the bearing point
,gn the load attachment:*
If. the length dthe chain has increased by three
percent or more frOm its recorded size (which
appears on the. sling), the
sling shouldbe removed front service.
Wear On the bearihg points of the links or in the inside ends car;
be
checked by pushing the linkstogethei. untit_theinsisle

surface AoWs.

Wear also

'

r.,lzurs on the outside of the links when the chain is
along rough' surfaces or pulled out from---U-2rtiL;r_betvy loads.

How serinivicks and gouges are depends on where they"at4
on the links.
The_dangee'arefrare on the inside part and outside'ends of the
links.

1

A worker should not try to make repairs to a,chain sling.
Damage to
the sling should be!'reported to.,the supervisor and the sling
thrown out.

1

ACTIVITY 14:

iit16.1"mwmm."
rthree
kinds of damage that should be chkked for
during a chain sling inspection.

4

,

2.
.

3.

List two procedOses to be followed if a chain sling,
shows signs of deterioration or damage.
1.

2.
O

O

28
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Name three precautions that must beptaken
mechanism of a
,to prevent a rope, load attachment, or
and
crane from breaking, releasing a load in midair,
OBJECTIVE

15:

injuring a worker.

-

power-operated, inclined boot and
A crane is a lifting machine with a
The cab houses the power unit and controls.
lifting tackle.
regular inspection and
In most plahts, 57'maintenance department does
operator from the responmaintenance of cranes. .But this does relieve the
If
reporting any faults promptly.
sibility of checking equipment daily and
be used.
(/ Ia hazard is suspected, the crae should not
defects:
The'crane_pperator should report any of the following
..... ,

___-----iatTOrmed, cracked, or corroded parts.

Loose belts or rivets.

es,

t
J r.

Broken strands on hoist cables.
Failure of load limit switches.
401

41-

-.Noisy gears.

Mechanical parts loosened by vibration.
should be set
Maintenance programs based on manufacturer's suggestions
begins, the crane'should
Before any maintenance-work
up by the employer.
operations.' Controls should be at the
be moved to an area away from other
shoU)d be open.,and .locked in
The main or eArgency switch
Signs giving warning that
be-started.
the open position so the crane cannot
When maintenance work has ended,
the machine is out of order must be po$ted.
until guards have been replaced4
the machine should not be put back in service
equipment removed from the safety devices started a4ain, and maintenance

OFF position.

crane.

For example, a rope,
Working with cranes presorts some serious dangers.
releasing a load in midair, causing
load attachment, or mechanism may break,
injury to a worker 'below.

the operator must never carry
To guard against this type of accident,
clear
must make sure that all workers are
a suspended load over any persons,
load a crane beyond its posted
of the load before moving it, and must never
capacity.
.
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airs

Ahother-type of accident that occurs with the use of cranes is where
Guards placed
a worker is caught between moving parts of the equipment.
around the gears and.other moving parts of the crane will prevent this frot
happening.

Guards also-shou10.be,placed at common pinch points for hands,

where ruheng ropes pass.Over sheaves in thilload block. Guards at these
points will also prevent tanglingwhen:the block is lyinvon the ground with
)

the ropes loose.

A-very serious danger in the operation of mobile cranes is the possibilIf a mobile crane must pass under a power line

ity of striking power lines.

often, it is best to have a crssarM
guard, such as' the one shown in' Figure 15,

built on both sides Of the power line.
The crossarm should be at least .six feet

below the wires with the supports far
enough apart to let the crane pass
through easily.

Only a qualified and assigned operator should run a crane.

This worker

1

should take crials from no one other

than the hook-on worker, who often
Crane with
Figure 15.
crossarm.

serves as the operator's eyes.

.°

For

this reason,'both the operator and hook-

on person must know.the stande0 hand signals fbr crane operators, as shown.
in Figure 16. The signals are ysed'in lilac of spoken signals that would
not be heard in a noisy place.

The hook-on person must e skilled in handl-ing, setting, and stacking
ao

all types of materials.

The hooks Must be centered over the load to keep

the load from swinging, a situation Which would add strain to.the rope and
,

hoisting mechanism or could strike a worker.

The load must not be moved Until the operator has been given and under,

stood the signal from -the
'

If. there are several hook; on workers, only

one should have the authority to signal, so operators will not be confused.
Operators should make sure that hook-oh workers are clear before the load
1
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Figure 16.,

Standard signals used in operating power cranes and shovels.
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/11
The opbrator should note the Tocation of all nearby stockpiles,

is lifted,.

-machinery, and structures and male sure the .crane or its load will not run

into any of thre:

Operators must never leave a load hanging, and a warning
4

signal should be given when the, load goes near.a person.

The hoist chain,or rope on the crane, should be kept in good condition
.

following the standards for rope apd chain sling's already mentioned.

ACTIVITY 15:

.

Name ihree precautions that must be taken to prevent

a rope, load attachment; or mechanismof a/crane from
breaking, releasing a load in midair, and injurin
workers.
.

.

1.

2.
3.
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES
.

ACTIVITY J.
.1.
2.

\3.

Position feet near load.

0

' Keep bapk straight, squat close to'load.

Grasp load at diagonally-opposite corners.

4.

T4ck in chin.

5.

Lift with legs.

6.

Do not jek or twist.

V

ACTIVITY 2
(Any of the following)

Bars

-Pinch points can Sam fingers, etc..

a.

2.

t.

Cracks or weak points could mean'bar breaks and load is drooped.

c.

Grease or other slippery substance on hands could cause bar to
slip and load to be dropped.

Hciolcs .(Any of the following)
a.

Dull hooks can slip.

b.

Hook handles can be splintered,

c.

If'hook is carried on belt, point could catch on someone or
something and injury result.
.

3.

4.

Rollers - (Any of,the following)
a.

Using makeshift rollers is dangerous, since they could become
deally missiles.

b.

Feet can be crushed by rollers.

Jacks

Jacks can break if )40 limit is exceeded.

a.
b.

c.

(Any of the following)

,

If not placed on level surface, they can sink and tip the load
off-balance:
Lead can tip and crush feet or legs.
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.

li

ti

f-

(Any of the following)

Shovels

5:

a.

Splintered handle can injure hands.

b.

Foot can be injured if force is,applied to shovel wrongly.

c.

Shoes with inadequate soles can lead to_injury with shovels.

/,

ACTIVITY 3
)

L.

Hand truck 'can roll or fall off dock ,plate or platform.

2.

Collision with another object.

3,

Worker's hands are jammed against door frames or other'obstructions.

and

.

1.

Knuckle guard.

2.

Brakes.

ACTIVITY 4
Behind the truck.
A

ACTIVITY.5
1.

They move faster.,

2.

They are harder to stop.

.

4
ACTIVITY 6
1.

.Obstacle evasion.'

2.

Backing techniques,

3.

Inspecting vehicles.

4.

Positioning forks in loading 'and carrying materials.

ACTIVITY 7
1.

Electricllly-powered trucks present dangers from contact with acids
and fire hazards.

2.

Fuel-powered trucks (diesel, gasoline, or liquefied petroleum gas)
present danger from fire and explosion.

ACTIVITY
1.

Correct.

2.

Incorrect.

3.

Correct:

4.

Incorrect.

5.

Correct.
1

qp
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1

c.

ACTIVITY 9

To provide a smooth, gapless, riding surface between a veh cle and
dock.

Check to see that thp dock plate is fastened secur ly, and that

it is heavy enough to bear the weight, of the lift truck and its load.
ACTIVITY 10
1.,

Set brakes.

2.

Block retr wheels with chocks.

ACTIVITY 11

.4

1.

Use a dock plate wide enough_to allow trucks to enter at a safe angte.

2.

Anchor dock plate sedurely.

3..

Rail cars to be loaded or-unloaded must be markfrtY flags or lights.

4.

No other car or engine should -be coupled to a car while it is being
unloaded.

ACTIVITY 12
1.

A pdwered, portable-belt conveyor.

2.

VibrAting conveyor.

3.

.Overhead conveyor.

and
1.

2.

Getting caught in the nip point.
Getting caught in a piece of material on the conveyor.

AcTIVIT1413
.

Any four of the following:
/

Shock load.

Dragging the rope over the ground.

Reverse bends.
Cross winding.
Lack of 'lubrication.

ACTIVITY 14
1.

2.
3.

Stretch.
,Wear.

Nicks or gouges,.

and
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4

Damage should be reported
2.

ervisor.

Sling should be thrown out.

ACTIVITY 15

-1

1.

Never carry a suspended load over any persons.

2.

Make sure all workers are clear of the load.

3.

Avoid overloading the crane.

t;

r

p
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